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Save Time & Money, and Boost Your Profits With This Ready Made Selection Of 18 Corner Peel Ad

Graphics Which You Can Edit And Customize, Or Simply Plug In - As Is When Adding Peel Away Ads To

Your Website! When I first started seeing peeling webpage ads on other peoples websites, I wondered

how they managed to get the peel page effect to work? For a technophobe like me, it appeared pretty

difficult to do, and I put off using them because I didnt want to spend countless hours trying to get a web

page peel to work on my website. Then I came across Harris Fellman and Richard Osterudes Peel Away

Ads package and saw that it included step-by-step video tutorials on how to add the corner peel ads to

your website. I bit the bullet and decided to see just how hard it would be. To my pleasant surprise, it was

incredibly simple! I created my first test page in under an hour - without any technical hiccups! All I had to

do was modify one file in notepad, and add a small snippet of java script to the bottom of my webpage, et

voil! The script worked beautifully. I got pretty excited! Alright, I confess... simple things can sometimes

amuse me. Now all I had to do was create some peel away ad graphics to match my websites. I found a

package that I could buy for $37, but being a bit of a graphics person I wanted my own in Photoshop

format so I could match them to my offers and have full editorial control. So I began creating my own peel

ad graphics and noticed that I was starting to accumulate quite a collection of them. Then a light-bulb

went off and it occurred to me that there would probably be others who could benefit from and use my

corner peel graphics too? And so there you have it... Peel Ad Graphics were born! Ive included the Adobe

Photoshop .psd source files for all of these Peel Away Graphics so that you can slice and dice the

images, and edit the text to say whatever you like. But if you dont own Photoshop you can still overlay

your own text onto the blank images using whatever software you wish to use, or you can use the peel

images with the default text shown in the thumbnails above. Note: Peel Away Ads v2 is comprised of four

different Web Page Peel Ad scripts: 1. Single Peel 2. Rotating Peel 3. Affiliate Peel 4. 4corners Peel The

eighteen 500 x 500 pixel large corner peel away graphics included in this set are designed for top right

hand corner Peel Away Ads (like the one seen at the top of this page). As such they can be used with the

following Peel Away Ad scripts: 1. Single Peel 2. Rotating Peel 3. Affiliate Peel 4. Peel Away Ads v3 (not
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included in my $17 peel away ads offer) The 4corners Peel (as used at the top of our peel away ads

homepage) requires a background image that is 800px wide x 600px high. As such, you would need to

resize these corner page peel graphics in order to use them with the 4corners Peel script. However the

corner peel ad shown at the top of this webpage is using the Peel Away Ads v3 script, and a 500 x 500px

large peel image, the same size as all of the graphics included in this peel images package. The small

corner peel page graphic images (75 x 75px) will work with all four Peel Away Ads scripts, albeit that the

rotating animation within the gifs will only work with 4corners Peel. If using the Single Peel page script,

you can still use them to display a static image small corner peel, or you can use the multi-colored

Special Offer smallanim.swf (like I am using at the top of this page) which comes included with the script.

Why use Peel Away Ads? Because corner webpage peel ads get results, thats why. Unlike popups, they

are non-intrusive to your website visitors, and wont block what they are trying to read. Yet most will notice

the animated curling webpage movement up at the top of the page. In fact, you can add the webpage

curls to any of the four corners of your webpage with version 2 of the Peel Away Ads script. The small

animated peel is sufficient to interest most visitors on your page enough so that they move their mouse

up to the area of the small corner peel, which of course then causes the webpage to peel back and reveal

the message that you want your visitors to see. Using An Attractive and Visually Appealing Large Corner

Peel Graphic Will Heighten The Chance Of A Click-Thru To Your Offer! People love interaction, and

indeed this is the cornerstone of the Web 2.0 phenomenon. I have tested peeling web page ads and Im

convinced by my results that they are the way to go in most cases in place of popups. A nice popup still

has its place in some situations, but in most cases a peel back webpage is less intrusive and more

effective. So I highly recommend that you try Peel Away Ads with my graphics. If my results dont stack up

for you, you are covered by my 8 Week Customer Satisfaction Guarantee on both my Peel Away Ads

package, as well as my set of Peel Away Ads Graphics.
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